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ADVICE
Read more
SKU: ADV75
₪73.00 :Price

THE POTENCY OF PRAYER
The prayers of a person are the service of his spirit, and stand in an“
.extremely lofty place
These prayers of a person split open the heavens and open windows Above in
.(order to ascend [to its intended goal]” (Zohar II, 201a
Do we ever entertain the idea that prayer itself is the key to our salvation?
Why don’t we exert ourselves even just a little bit more to pour out our hearts
in prayer and supplication? Perhaps it’s because we don’t grasp the
potency of prayer. Is it reasonable that we can open our hearts and reach out
to an unseen God who hears and listens to every word we articulate? Do we
ﬁnd it so hard to understand that there is a God who created us and wants us
?to turn to Him for help for every diﬃculty we experience
Our forefathers prayed with their own words, ﬂowing from their hearts.
Today’s Siddur is based on the established prayers from the time of the
second Beis HaMikdash (around 350 B.C.E.) some 2,400 years ago. Are the
prayers still relevant today? How often do we recite the prayers by rote,
without really understanding the meaning behind the words? What is the
reason for the speciﬁc order of the prayers? What is the purpose of each
prayer? And most importantly, what are we expected to accomplish with our
?prayers
The Potency of Prayer, based on the teachings of Rebbe Nachman of Breslov
(1772-1810), a leading Chassidic master, and his closest disciple, Reb Noson
(1780-1844), oﬀers a comprehensive explanation of the daily prayers,
.including Shabbos, Rosh Chodesh and Festivals
By reviewing the entire Siddur, The Potency of Prayer delves into the
reason behind each prayer and explains how the prayers are interconnected.
With a blend of straightforward commentary and Kabbalistic insights, you will
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discover the power that lies behind the words and realize the potency of your
.eﬀorts

Hardcover
pages 475

Read more
SKU: N/A
₪90.00 :Price

THE BRESLOV SIDDUR - COMPLETE
(WEEKDAY EDITION (BLUE
This siddur with an English translation is a vehicle to bring out the deeper
.meaning of the prayers
Read more
SKU: THEL86LB4
₪101.00 :Price

THE BRESLOV SIDDUR FOR SHABBOS AND
(YOM TOV (BLUE
The Breslov Siddur for Shabbos and Yom Tov joins its sister volume, The
Breslov Weekday Siddur, to accompany you throughout the holy days and
!give you new understanding and appreciation of the prayers all week long
Read more
SKU: 978-1-928822-84-4
₪119.00 :Price
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THE BRESLOV SIDDUR - COMPLETE
(WEEKDAY EDITION (BORDEAUX
This siddur with an English translation is a vehicle to bring out the deeper
.meaning of the prayers
Read more
SKU: N/A
₪101.00 :Price

SHEMOT HATZADDIKIM - NAMES OF THE
TZADDIKIM
with additional material in Russian

Rebbe Nachman once advised his foremost disciple, Reb Noson, to collect the
names of the Tzaddikim and to recite them. Recitation of their names, he
taught, arouses their merit to bring about changes in the Act of Creation,
”.“thereby altering Nature, for the good
This book contains all the names of the Tzaddikim mentioned in all the books
of the Bible, as well as all the sages of the Talmud, down through the
centuries to our current era. Stating that the merit of the tzaddikim stands to
the credit of those who remember them, that their requests for matters, both
spiritual and material, be answered, Reb Noson writes in his closing prayer:
“And let the light of wisdom and knowledge be opened within us, that we may
”.learn, teach and keep all the words of the Torah they have taught us
.Foreward and Epilogue prayer translated into Russian
Read more
SKU: N/A
₪25.00 :Price
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THE TREASURY OF UNEARNED GIFTS
By Chaim Kramer
Would you like to be rich ? really rich? Would you like to be able to turn what
seems like nothing into something of great value? Then come make a
withdrawal from the Treasury of Unearned Gifts. Combining timeless wisdom
with contemporary insight, Rebbe Nachman illuminates the way to happiness
and contentment in life. Unlock the untold treasuries within yourself, and live
like a millionaire for eternity! This book tells you how.
Softcover. 98 pages.
Size: 5″ x 8″
Read more
SKU: THEM10
₪26.00 :Price

OUTPOURING OF THE SOUL - NEW
EDITION
This handbook of the Rebbe Nachman's teachings on prayer includes Rabbi
Kaplan's scholarly introduction placing hitbodedut in the context of the history
.of Jewish prayer and meditation
Softcover. 96 pages.
"Size: 4.5" x 6.5
Read more
SKU: OUTZ10
₪17.00 :Price

KITZUR LIKUTEY MOHARAN (ABRIDGED
(LIKUTEY MOHARAN
Translated by Yaakov Gabel
Edited by Moshe Schorr, Y. Hall
In all of his teachings, Rebbe Nachman’s singular purpose was to oﬀer
practical advice for coming close to God. Towards that end, the Rebbe
instructed his main disciple, Reb Noson, to extract the practical advice
contained in each of his lessons and present it in an abridged format. This
ﬁrst-ever English translation of Reb Noson’s work comes in a highly-readable,
2-volume set. Readers can follow along word by word with the facing Hebrew
original, or learn directly from the ﬂuent and lucid English presentation. The
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text is also divided by day and month for personal study. This landmark
edition is certain to become a standard reference for Rebbe Nachman’s
growing following in today’s English-speaking world.
Hardcover. 1001 pages (2 vols.).
Size: 5.5″ x 8.5″
Read more
SKU: KITH6
₪129.00 :Price

BRESLOV PIRKEY AVOT
Translated and annotated by Dovid Sears
Edited by Avraham Sutton
The Sages of the Mishnah bequeathed a collection of short, pithy maxims to
light the way for moral and ethical living by generations to come. Drawing out
the hints, allusions and mystical connotations of our Sages' words, Rebbe
Nachman shows how Pirkey Avot is also a primer for attaining spiritual
greatness and closeness to God. This attractive, large-format edition features
easy-to-follow explanations of the simple meaning of each Mishnah; Breslov
insights into the deeper signiﬁcance of the Sages' words; short essays on key
Kabbalistic concepts, and true stories from Breslov tradition showing the
lessons of our Sages in action. Fully referenced, with complete bibliography
.and explanatory notes
Hardcover. 352 pages.
"Size: 8.25" x 10.5

Read more
SKU: BREK2
₪110.00 :Price

DISCOVER REBBE NACHMAN'S LIFECHANGING WISDOM SET
These authoritative translations of 3 of Rebbe Nachman's fundamental books
open the layman and novice alike to the heart and spirit of the Rebbe's
teachings, showing their fresh relevance to today's day and age. All 3 books
.come with full annotations and notes
Read more
SKU: N/A
₪250.00 :Price
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EARNING A LIVING EARNING A LIFE
The daily grind. Grunt work. Working like a dog. If we view work as a curse,
we’ll miss the incredible beneﬁts that it gives us and all of humanity. For
starters, it enables us to increase holiness in the world, open the channels of
bounty from above, and spread the peace and security of Shabbat – our “day
.oﬀ” – to the rest of the week
Read more
SKU: E-11
₪69.00 :Price

THE REBBE'S SHABBOS TABLE
Here is a collection of insights on the weekly parashah and Jewish holidays
unlike any you?ve ever seen. Based on the teachings of Rebbe Nachman,
each pinpoints a diﬃcult question, concept or mitzvah found in the parashah
and shows how the answer leads to greater self-awareness and spiritual
growth. The question-and-answer format and contemporary language engage
.readers (and listeners) of all backgrounds
Read more
SKU: N/A
₪75.00 :Price
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THE BRESLOV BENCHER
The Breslov Bencher
The Shabbat Zemirot (family Shabat songs) with facing English translation.
Includes stories and teachings of Rebbe Nachman and Breslov insights into
eating and the Birkhat Hamazon.
190 Pages, Hardback
Read more
SKU: THEU7
₪39.00 :Price

LIKUTEY HALAKHOT VOL. 1
Likutey Halakhot (Collected Discourses) by Reb Noson of Breslov is a
masterful work that explores Jewish law through the prism of the teachings of
.Rebbe Nachman
Read more
SKU: N/A
₪85.00 :Price
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